
What are Barn Cats? 

UNDERSTANDING WHAT BARN CATS REALLY NEED 

 Vulnerable to People - Generally Not Well Cared For - Sickly - Work for Little Pay 

Generally NOT Cared For - Victims
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What Is A Barn Cat? 

A Happy Healthy Neutered Barn Cat 

Every circumstance is quite the same.  You buy a farm with a barn, already present 
are the faces of hungry cats and kittens looking to call the barn still their home.  
People sell or leave the farm with all animals taken except the cats. Most farm cats 
possess no worth to people.  People seem to love the fact that cats will keep the area 
rodent free, still they are considered a nuisance and not cared for or wanted.  

They seem to just show up as soon as you turn on a light or show any sign of activity 
in the barn.  More than likely, they have lived there before you did.  Most people view 
the barn/farm cat as a disposable animal that has no worth.  Quite the opposite, they 
are worth their weight in gold.  They rid your barn and farm from varmints that can 
make your farm an unhealthy place for other animals and yourself. 
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Given the respect they deserve, spay or neutered and a clean safe environment to 
work from, food, water and shelter from the elements outside, they will earn and 
prove just how dedicated and valuable they can become to any size of barn or farm. 
People will comment “They are everywhere”!!  Indeed they will be if not taken care 
of by the people that they work for.  The cats in a barn should be looked at as a very 
valuable employees.  Unfortunately they don’t seem to have many benefits unless 
seen for the important skills they possess, and most not known to many. 

Healthy Barn Cats Spay and Neutered Living in A Colony 

They have become victims of society, castaways by human beings as having no value.  
Nothing could be further from the truth.  They are every bit as important as anything 
else in the barn.  They don't ask for much in return for all of their hard work.  They 
are on duty 24 hours a day for 7 days a week.  No holidays or vacations for them.  
When they are presumed asleep, they have the capability of becoming fully alert at 
the squeak of a mouse.  The cat is one of a few animals that has such a fast response 
time, quick arousal and they will be fully aware of their surroundings in a flash.  
The reason there are so many of these loving creatures around, is the fact that human 
beings don't take responsibility for them in the first place.  Barn owners claim all the 
time “Well they don't belong to me, they're not mine”.  They want no responsibility 
for them.  They ignore them and hope they will go away.  Well, they won't go away, 
after all they are just trying to survive like anything else.  If not taken care of they 
will reproduce (inbreeding) become sickly and die horrible agonizing deaths.  Really is 
this fair for a living creature that asks for so little and gives us so much?  

Getting stray barn cats spay or neutered prevents them from reproducing, helping to 
stop the rising cat overpopulation, the cats will form a colony which will keep other 
cats away.  They will be healthier and have fewer risks for illness.  This can help the 
quality of life for the cats, help reduce the number of cats around your area, and  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reduce the spread of disease and the number of cat deaths.  The cats are doing what 
comes naturally to them.  They show up on a doorstep (barn step) looking for food, 
water and shelter.  Needing a home because they have been left to fend for 
themselves.  Most often abandoned by previous families to no fault of their own. 

A Young Mother Cat With Healthy Kittens All Needing Spay and Neutering 

A young cat can become fertile at the early age of 6 months.  Depending on the 
outdoor temperature, can have up to 3 litters of babies a year.  Having any where 
from 3 to 6 kittens in a litter.  Only 3% of barn/farm cats are neutered or spay, leaving 
all the unneutered cats to continue reproducing and adding to the growing cat over 
population. One female cat has the ability to produce roughly 100 kittens in seven 
years. This high rate of reproduction among cats is why cats account for 80% of the 
cats at animal shelters. The females will stay in their reproductive cycle until they 
are bred.  Male intact cats will roam for many miles to complete the task of making 
sure every female cat he can find gets bred.  If no males are available (usually not the 
case) the fertile female cat will go out looking for that perspective mate.  This is a 
natural instinctual behavior for both male and female cats.  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  There is no recognition of a sense of siblings within the cat family.  Mother will mate 
with son, son and daughter will mate, no discretion here.  It's not disgusting, just a 
fact of life. You will have more cats and kittens than you will know what to deal with. 
Many other good reasons for the cats to be altered, it stops many cat nuisance 
behaviors. The cats will participate in excessive fighting, whether it be territorial, 
food-related or over a female cat, etc. This can lead to injuries, infection and often 
death. Another behavior that is common among intact cats is spraying their urine on 
structures around your property to mark their territory, letting other cats know they 
are there and are not welcome.  It is a fact that when cats are spay or neutered, 
there is a decrease in these types of behaviors, making living among the cats much 
more pleasant for all.  An altered cat is likely to be a calmer, healthier, more content 
animal. Studies show that spay and neutered cats have average life expectancies 
twice as long as those of unspayed and unneutered cats. 

Barn Cat Not Neutered, Starving and Fighting for Territory 

That’s why the most responsible and important thing to do is to SPAY and/or NEUTER!   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There are so many myths out there about barn cats, lets clear some up: 

If you feed outside cats they will not hunt: 

They will be to full to keep the mouse population under control.  Nothing could be 
further from the truth.  A farm cat that is well cared for will be healthy and hunt 
more effectually.  Not necessarily for food, just the shear thrill of the capture and 
kill.  This is all instinctual for cats, thats just who they are and what they do. 

Don't show the cats any love or attention: 

That will create lazy, spoiled cats unwilling to work.  Again not true, a happy, healthy 
cat will be more likely to express their natural hunting skills more profoundly and 
efficiently.  They will feel the need to capture rodents to feed us.   

Barn/farm cats are suffering when they are living outdoors: 

This is indeed false. Just like any other animal, cats are born with instinctual survival 
skills and can live comfortably in the outdoors. They must have shelter, food and 
water.  Cats will adapt to their environment and work 24/7 for us. 

Typical Barn Cat Not Cared For - Just Trying to Survive  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Stop feeding the cats is the solution: 

People think if you take the food away, then the cats will go away.  That is extremely 
false. Just because a food source is taken away and not readily available does not 
mean the cats will go away and find food elsewhere. When food sources are scarce, 
the cats tend to move closer to human habitations, as they grow hungrier in hopes of 
finding scraps of food, where they were once fed.  When cats are malnourished they 
have a greater risk of developing parasitic infestations and since cats move closer to  
humans when hungry, this leaves those infections closer to your home and pets. 
Cats will also continue to breed despite the lack of food. 

Simple cat relocation doesn't solve the problem: 

It is common to think that the solution to a cat overpopulation problem is to simply 
relocate the cats, or get rid of them, sometimes they are killed, thinking that its all 
over with.  Sure, these methods will get rid of the cats, this method is extremely 
counterproductive. Once cats are eradicated from an area, this opens up a spot 
among the community for another colony to come in and take its place. This method 
does not provide a solution to the breeding problem and could cause more breeding in 
other areas to which the cats were relocated, unless killed.  The cycle will go on. 

Lets give these hard working cats a break and treat them as valuable employees that 
receive no days off or paid vacations.  They don't ask for much, just a home! 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How To Care For A Barn Cat 

Barn cats don't really need much care from us at all, food, water and shelter.  The 
most important thing would be to have all the cats on the property spay and 
neutered.  There are many Spay and Neuter Low Cost options out their, give your local 
Humane Society a call and ask, they will help you out.   

Generally when Spay and Neutered cats are 
returned to the farm, they will have a clipped 
ear, this tells everyone the cat is altered.  
Should your cat stray from your farm, the 
tipped ear will let people know the cat doesn't 
need to be trapped to be spay or neutered,  
generally people will leave the cat alone and 
let it pass through unharmed.   After Spay and 
neutering is complete, any cats that were to 
join you're existing colony must also be altered.  
Once you get a strong group of cats, you 
shouldn't have any more problems with fighting, 
territory issues, additions of more cats, etc. 

Cats need a clean dry area to sleep, out the elements and in a safe place.  Always 
access to fresh clean water, a heated bowl in winter works well.  Feeding twice daily 
of cat food and fresh water.  In winter months, more calories are needed by the cats 
to keep them warm.  Switching your dry 
cat food to a kitten blend with higher 
protein content will help them out as 
well. In cold weather a cat’s hair stands 
on end to trap a layer of air that acts as 
insulation, they have receptors at the 
tips of their fur to sense cold. 
   
Basic needs to keep them healthy, de-
worming in spring and fall, and have 
their ears checked when the vet is out.  
Vaccinations once a year would also 
benefit the group, check with your vet, 
most will help when out taking care of 
the other animals on the farm. 

Value your cats and be proud to have a 
clean healthy barn, people will notice.    
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